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I'm Mike, a 26-year old product designer 
based in Worcester, UK.

Welcome to the portfolio! I've aimed to collate some of my work 
into this booklet, so if you ever want more details on a project, feel 
free to head over to www.thundow.design for more supporting 
material, as-well as a dozen other projects too!

My career aspirations have always simply been to add to the 
"currency of design culture", to take as varied a set of experiences, 
and filter them into as varied a work as i can.

Sadly, I've been informed that "design-currency" can't pay off the 
student loan, so if you're looking to hire, feel free to drop me a line at 
hello@thundow.design, I look forward to hearing from you!



tt e r er
The t e ts a ge was my first true pro ect at ookie TP Toys.

The Active-Tots ange are a set of indoor wooden climbing products. They 
were designed around the concept of independant " ontessori" learning, 
and based on the works of ungarian Paedeatrician mmi Pikler. The aim 
was to allow children to have fun learning coordination skills on a 
product-set that could "grow" with the child s confidence.

 was ead- esigner for t was ead- esigner for the range, and was charged with every element of 
the design process from conceptualising, testing, liasing with factories, 
coordinating our logistics team, even down to the design of the 
instruction-manuals. t was an engaging, comprehensive introduction to the 
industry.
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The core part of the range is comprised of a 3-product megaset.
These products are a Climbing Triangle, a Climbing Cube, and a connecting Bridge that also doubled-up as a slide for either.

WWhilst superficially simple, a lot of work went into creating products that were practical in the home and safe to use. As climbing 
products of this nature are typically used outdoors, the indoor environment presents unique challenges; everything from 

playspace, the ability to store, safety considerations, and suiting an indoor aesthetic, all had to be accounted for. A minimalist, 
more Scandinavian wooden theme helped suit a variety of interiors, and the small flourishes of colour through the rubber feet and 

triangluar handles allowed for a distinctly "TP" feel to still come through despite the simplistic sillouhettes.

The Core Set



The rest of the range comprised of standalone products. This included a wooden folding swingset/climbing-frame, a wooden 
balance-board, and a wooden folding slide.

A theme that ran through all of these designs was a sense of practicality. Fundamentally the ability to fold the products up and 
have them tuck neatly away under a bed, cupboard, or similar, was a key element of the designs that was constantly evaluated 

throughout development.
Space is a premium in many houses, and the ablility for these toys to be able to assume as minimal a footprint as possible was 

vital.

Standalone Products

The Indoor Folding Climbing Frame & Swing perhaps 
presented the most challenges throughout development. A 
shorter, freestanding swing designed to fit an indoor 
environment meant the product itself was very light. Good 
for storage, but without the support of the sort of 
ground-pegs used on outdoor swingsets, it would mean the 
product was more likely to topple under load.

TThe solution was to utilise the walls of the interior itself, by 
mounting a bracket onto the wall that the swingset could 
slide onto, the swing would be essentially locked in place 
simply by sliding the mounting brackets together. This gave 
a great balance of support and practicality, whilst having 
only a minimal visual impact on the wall in-which the 
bracket was mounted.



King of the Mixers.

During the lockdown of 2020 I had the oppurtunity to work on a number 
of branding projects for startups as a freelance brand-specialist. One such 
startup was Komixer, a zero-calorie kombucha-mixer brand aiming to fill 
the market space as a more casual kombucha drink compared to the often 
clinical nature of other kombucha brands.

I was bI was brought on to create the brand; which included everything from the 
logo, to the can design, box design, colours, brand-identity and other 
elements.

Project Name: 
Komixer | Zero Calorie Kombucha Mixer

Client:
Freelance

Year: 
2019-2020

The product launched in two flavours: Hibiscus and Ginger-Lime.

I wanted to make sure each flavour had a distinct theme, without 
appearing to be different products. The use of a foil layer to highlight 
certain parts of the can really helped in this regard, allowing me to use 
basic shapes to represent differences in flavour without soley resorting to 
colour. 

TThe bright band of colour at the top made the flavour obvious to those 
unfamiliar with the product, whilst also being able to stand out from various 
eye-views when placed on diferent store shelves. As this was attempting to 
penetrate a market, I wanted first impressions to be BOLD.



I initially suggested a dozen or so themes based on the first brief sent to 
me. Monochrome with bright colours based on the flavour was key, and a 
modern, casual theme was asked for.

Various names were also suggested, eventually the client themselves put 
forward a name and slogan, which I ran with and attempted to build a 
brand around.

The launch was challenging owing to the product releasing during the 
worst points of the global pandemic, and issues with manafacture-delays. 
eventually folding towards the end of 2021. But the product and brand 
design was recieved extremely well, and elements of the design were taken 
forward into future endevours.





nintendo switch ‘folding-screen’: retro 
legacy, modern inspiration, future tech.

The Nintendo Switch FS is a passion-project that embraces everything I 
love about the way Nintendo designs hardware.
 This was a 'prospective design', meaning this was a project that could use 
emerging technologies (in this case, flexible OLED displays), and treat them 
as if they were more commercially viable for a consumer product in the 
future (around the year 2025, for this product).

Project Name: 
Nintendo Switch FS

Client:
Personal (Isolation Series)

Year: 
2020





















MOREWATER was designed as a ‘medium-term’ 
filtering solution designed to supply an average 
developing-nation family enough usable water per 
day for up to 10 years, in response to a crisis.

As As every water-crisis has different 
circumstances surrounding them and different 
filtration needs, the filters could be tailor-made 
with basic ‘no-tools’ top-down assembly and 
shipped quickly to those who need it.



GGCS 2017 International Business Competition in 
Washington DC

(2nd w/ $15,000 Prize Fund)

Winner in the 
Royal Academy of 

Engineering National 
Engineering Competition 

2017.

Finalist in the Morgan 
Innovation & Technology 

Prize 2018

Dozens of pages of research, interviews with NPO’s, entrepreneurs, polymer-engineers, and many 
others; many pitches, presentations, and events; and a travel to Washington DC later, we had 

successfully competed in the Global Grand Challenges Business Competition 2017, against the 
top entries from the UK, the US, and China, securing a $15,000 investment.



BUT WAIT, 
THERE’S MORE!

www.thundow.design

(too much, frankly; but you can find it all on my portfolio site!)






